The WW and ZZ mechanisms for the production of very heavy Higgs bosons are examined in detail. The 
In the latter, the W's (or Z's) are virtual, the result of bremsstrahlung from the quarks in the proton. The W's tend to be collinear with the beam, as are the virtual y's in the analogous twophoton process in e+e-collisions. Thus it is possible to make an equivalent W-approximation analogous to the usual Weizacker-Williams approximation. 4 ,s"
To assess the quality of the equivalent W-approximation I calculate the q1 q2 ~ q!'q2' H subprocess exactly-and in the equivalent W-approximation. The approximation is foU1d to be equivalent to assuming a particular integral is proportional to 6(62), where 6 is the angle between the exiting quarks in the q 1 q 2 c. m. frame.
The full calculation of q1 q2 ~ q1'q 2 'H cannot be done analytically, 
represents the third component of weak isospin and Q is the electric charge The electroweak coupling, the weak mixing angle, arxI the fine structure constant are related by
In the qlq2 center of mass, the initial energies are EI = E2 = ys/2, and we define I) and ~ in terms of the final quark energIes ft E/ = (1-I)) ys/2 ft El = (1-P ys/2 so that the energy of H is «-..,
The final state momenta lie in a plane and
We define the angle 6 by .. . .
The kinematic boundaries occur for cos6 = ± 1, and the allowed region is 1'2 = -cos(a -6) cos/3x -sin(a -6) y+ sln/3 cos (a -6) z (2.1ib) The Lorentz scalars are
The cross section is related to the invariant matrix element by
III. Matrix element aoo cross section
The WWH col4'ling is -i{g MW lrfll while the ZZH coupling is -i(g~l.) rfll /cos 6 W ' Iooicatlng the VVH coupling generIcally by -lAg" the Lorentz invariant matrix element for Fig. 1 is
Squaring, averaging over initial spins and summing over final spins gives
If we define gL = (8v -ga)/2 and gR = ( gy + ga)/2, then
Then after computing the looicated traces we have 
We recall that cose is detennined by ~ and T) in Eq. (2.8) .
In the Appendix We soow that the integral 2Jr 1
can be done analytically with the result
x ( x -y cos 8) (y -x cos 8) Since the analytical expression for J is rather opaque, we pause to consider an approximate calculation.
IV. Evaluation of J(x,y,e) as x,y -+ 1.
In . .
Thus we are led to consider an expansion of the integrand in J, with a = 11' -II, and P = (11'/2) -e, with II arxl e small. We replace cosa~-1+v2/2 sinp~ 1-e 2 /2 (4.2) so that
The integral is dominated by the region of small e arxl II. We can take the integral to exterxl over the full E-II plane. Wrltlng -(x-1) (y-1 ) (4.7)
Thus within the present approximation,
Inserting this approximation in Eq. (3.10) we have
Using the boundaries irxlicated in Eqs. (2.9) am (2.10)., we determine the total cross section which is the result of Chanowltz and Galllard'" and of Dawson. 5 The 9 latter used the answer to infer the equivalent WW luminosity in pp collisions.
V. Comparison of exact results and the equivalent W-approximation
In Fig.3 
The Chanowltz-Gaillard-Dawson approximation is compared to the complete calculation in Fig. 4 . Except for 'Is not much bigger than M/-I' the approximation is quite good. It appears that as yS-+ CD, the approximation is not exact, but has corrections of order MW2/MH2.
VI. Quark luminosities and the pp-+HX cross section
To calcUlate the production of Higgs bosons in pp colliSiOns, we need the luminosity spectrum for the quark-quark collisions. The ratio of the quark-quark center of mass energy Asquared to the overall center of mass energy squared is indicated by r = sis. For pp co11lsions we have
and Similarly for the various other combinations of quarks, antiquarks. and gl~. Here u(x)dx is theprobabillty that a u-quark in a proton carries a fraction, of the proton's momentum between x and x+dx. The distributions are also furx:tion of a scale deooted by Q2 and which we 2 .
take to be MW .7 For the parton distributions we have used Set 2 (/\ = 0.29 GeV) of Eichten et cil. 8 
(EHLQ).
The resulting luminosity spectra can be parameterized as
There-is 00 ~~ial Significance to the form of the parameterization. In Table 1 we-give the values of A, p, and Y for pp collisions at 'Is = 40
TeV. The fits cover 0.001 < yr < 0.2. The luminosities fall by a factor of about 10 6 over this range. The fits are good to a few percent around yr =0.01 and to 10 -20% in the extreme ends of the,range.
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."-": Table 1 Parameterization of the luminosity spectra at 'Is = 40 TeV (6.6) This fit is accurate to within a few percent.
In Table 2 GeV. the WW pIlEi ZZ processes dominate the gg. The calculation of the gg process assumes a t-quark mass of 40 GeV.
13 Table 2 Cross section for pp -+ HX in pb via WW-+ H , ZZ-+ H and gg-+H.
For comparison, the values obtained from Eq. 
